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Abstract: OLAP is a leading technology for analysing data and decision making. It helps the users to discover relevant information from large databases. Graph OLAP has been studied for several years in the OLAP framework. In existing work, the authors study how to import graph data into OLAP cube models. In the meantime, graph databases have emerged through NoSQL graph databases that have proven to be very efficient. In this paper, we aim at providing an original model for managing cubes into NoSQL graphs. We show how cubes can be represented in graphs and how these structures can then be used for graph OLAP queries to support decision making.

1 Introduction

Graph NoSQL engines such as Neo4J are now taking more and more importance in the applications. Their capacity to scale to large databases and complex treatments are well-suited for many applications having intensive needs for graph-oriented applications, such as in chemistry, biology, social networks, etc.

Studies have shown that these technologies present good performances, much better than classical relational databases (Board, 2013) for representing and querying such large graph databases, especially for connected data.

Retrieving relevant information from such graphs in an efficient manner is a key feature. In this perspective, retrieving decisional information, as done in the OLAP framework, appears to be a promising area. OLAP allows to represent key indicators as measures (e.g., number of sales) defined over dimensions (e.g., product, time, location) and to query this information by selecting relevant pieces of information (e.g., slice and dice) or by navigating through hierarchies (e.g., from years to decades, from regions to countries), thus helping decision makers to retrieve relevant information.

We thus consider adding OLAP features to NoSQL graph databases.

In the literature, works have considered coupling graph and OLAP. Models have been proposed and have been implemented. OLAP queries have been translated to the graph framework. However, as far as we know, no work has addressed the exploitation of NoSQL graph databases for this purpose.

In this paper, we thus propose to study how NoSQL databases can help retrieving relevant information from data using the OLAP paradigms. We address both the representation of data cubes through NoSQL databases and the query processing. In our work, we consider the Neo4j engine and the declarative Cypher language.

The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 reviews the related work, namely NoSQL databases and graph OLAP databases. Section 3 introduces our proposition for modeling NoSQL graph databases while Section 4 presents the extension of Cypher queries to OLAP NoSQL data cubes.

2 Related Work

We introduce below the foundation of NoSQL graph databases and the existing work on graph OLAP.

2.1 NoSQL Graph Databases

Graphs have been studied for centuries.

Definition 1 (Graph). A graph $G$ is defined as a pair $(V, E)$ where $V$ is a set of nodes and $E$ is a set of relations, with $E \subseteq (V \times V)$.

Most of databases consider oriented graphs (Angles and Gutiérrez, 2008; Reutter and Tan, 2011; Robinson et al., 2013) and contain elements (nodes and relations) together with properties on these elements. These properties are represented through (key, value) pairs. These concepts are often used in NoSQL databases (Han et al., 2011).

Graphs are often represented graphically and are powerful for visualising and analysing data. On the one hand, they benefit from an easy human understanding. On the other hand, they offer excellent per-
formances thanks to their data structures and query tools which are very relevant for many real-world contexts (Rodriguez and Neubauer, 2010).

Fig. 2 shows a graph and its structure in (key, values) pairs.

Figure 2: Properties of Nodes and Relations

Their exist several NoSQL graph database engines (OrientDB, Neo4J, HyperGraphDB, etc.). Neo4J is recognised as being one of the top ones regarding performance (Board, 2013).

2.2 Graph OLAP

(Chen et al., 2009) has proposed to couple graphs with OLAP in 2008. This approach consists in studying how a set of several graphs can be aggregated into a single summary graph.

(Zhao et al., 2011) has introduced the concept of Graph Cube. This concept stands for a modelization of data cubes from graphs where dimensions are based on node attributes (e.g., age, sex, city of birth for a people) and where facts are based on countings. Fig. 3 shows the cube from the paper example considering a low level of granularity and aggregations with OLAP operators.

These propositions are enhanced regarding performances in (Denis et al., 2013) with the use of distributed computer architectures.

(Li et al., 2011) proposes a method for modelizing cubes from network data, as for instance the network of co-authors. Meta-data are distinguished depending on the elements they are linked to dimensions or facts. If they depend on dimensions, then they are considered as informational dimension tables as for instance spatio-temporal dimensions or as topological dimension tables. If they depend on facts, they are said to be frame fact table or clique fact table. Every cell in the cube contains a network. For instance, with the dimensions conference and year, the cell at position (VLDB,2010) contains the graph of all co-authors from the papers at this event. The system has been implemented in SQL Server and precomputations are possible in order to get better performances.

Two types of operations are proposed: I-OLAP operations (Informative OLAP) when dimensions are taken from node attributes and T-OLAP (Topological OLAP) described in (Qu et al., 2011) when dimensions are taken from nodes and relations attributes. These operations allow to perform classical OLAP operations such as roll-up, drill-down, for instance for navigating through decades and years, slice/dice, etc.

Regarding OLAP operators, (Etcheverry and Vaisman, 2012) works on the RDF Cube vocabulary called QB to extend it. (Beheshti et al., 2012) extends the QB syntax in the so-called QB4OLAP for supporting OLAP operators directly in RDF.

(Kampgen et al., 2012) considers the execution of OLAP queries through SPARQL over RDF data. Unfortunately, the paper does not demonstrate in details how to express OLAP queries and how queries are processed.

(Petermann et al., 2014) discusses the concept of Business Intelligence in the context of graphs (storing information on commercial processes in this case, within Business Transaction Graphs).

(Bachman, 2013) addresses the implementation of precomputation components over Neo4J databases and also addresses efficient computation of node arity. This work is very important for OLAP features as many operations rely on counting incoming and outgoing relations, as for instance for counting the number of friends in a social network. However, this work is a low level implementation and does not detail how OLAP queries can be written.

Our proposition in this paper is quite different from the literature as we propose to use the graph structure as a basis for OLAP analysis.

This original contribution relies on the use of the performances and efficiency of NoSQL graph databases engines to store and query OLAP data. We first show how such NoSQL Graph OLAP data can be modelised and we then address OLAP queries over such data structures.
3 NoSQL Graph OLAP Databases

In this section, we present our contribution for modelising cubes in NoSQL graph databases. The case below serves as a running example.

Example 1. We consider a classical database describing sales of products in cities at given dates. The dimensions are: the products described by their ProductId regrouped into Categories, the cities organised along a hierarchy City-Region-Country and the days organised along a hierarchy Day-Month-Year.

3.1 NoSQL Graph Cubes

Our model relies on the modelisation of dimensions and facts with typed nodes. These types represent the granularity levels of the dimension, taking advantage from the best practices from NoSQL graph databases experts. It should be noted that OLAP theoretical models consider such granularity levels in the literature (Gyssens and Lakshmanan, 1997). Nodes are linked by relations describing:

- links of type hierarchy (HIER) in the case of dimensions,
- links of type fact (FACT) in the case of a link from a dimension to a fact.

Fig. 4 shows such a representation and Fig. 5 displays an example of such a cube with three dimensions (Time, Product, City) organized through hierarchies. For instance, there have been 5 units of Sales of Canoes in New York City on March 3, 2014.

Our solution presents many advantages:

- Multidimensional data are easily plotted on the user’s screen, as demonstrated by Fig. 5. Every dimension can be colored so as to ease the user visualization.
- The nodes can be adjusted (enlarged or reduced) according to their value.
- Cells can be organized so as to cluster them and/or bring them closer or farther.
- Only non null cells are managed, thus avoiding sparse tables.
- OLAP navigation is eased. In particular, graph queries can be used, as well as filters that can help hiding or coloring in a different manner the data being relevant for the user (e.g., displaying only cells for low level of sales, or only sales associated to NYC). The operators are detailed below.
Complex (multiple) hierarchies are modelised in the same manner by defining several relations directed to the parent nodes, as illustrated by Fig. 6. For instance, NYC is both part of the East part from of the US Region and in the category of Big Cities.

Facts are represented by nodes of type :NFACT labeled (a label is a graph construct that is used to group nodes into sets) by the type of fact they represent and are linked to dimension nodes through relations of type :FACT. Only the cells for which values are known are modelised, thus coping with the problem of cube sparsity (Niemi et al., 2003).

It should be noted that the value in the node is valid only if it is considered in relation with all the dimensions. For instance, as stated above, Fig. 5 shows that there have been 5 units of Sales of Canoes in New York City on March 3, 2014. This value of 5 must be associated with all these three dimension values, i.e. Canoes, NYC, March 3, 2014.

If a dimension is omitted, then the value must be re-computed. In such a case where one (or several) dimension is omitted, a roll up operator has been applied. In the OLAP framework, data analysis are indeed performed regarding dimensions in a so-called data cube. Sales can be analysed with respect with the three dimensions, or with respect with two dimensions out of these three, or with respect with one dimension out of the three dimensions. The combinations of dimensions are called cuboids, the set of cuboids being the cube, as shown by Fig. 7 for the Sales example. This example shows that in such a case with 3 dimensions, there are $2^3 = 8$ cuboids. All cuboids form a lattice.

More complex schemas (e.g., constellations) are easily modeled with the same concepts.

More formally, we consider the definitions below.

### 3.2 Definitions

**Definition 2 (NoSQL Graph - Dimension Level).** Let $G$ be a NoSQL graph database. A dimension level of $G$ is defined as a possible value associated with the property key Type.

For instance, we consider the dimension level City.

**Definition 3 (NoSQL Graph - Dimension Node).** Let $G$ be a NoSQL graph database and $L$ a set of associ-
3.3 Computing NoSQL Graph Cubes

OLAP engines are distinguished whether they pre-compute or not all parts of the cubes, i.e., all the cuboids from the lattice shown in Fig. 7. Models where all cuboids are pre-computed are known as MOLAP models (Multidimensional OLAP), while models where no cuboid is pre-computed are considered as ROLAP models (Relational Models). Hybrid models are possible (HOLAP) where highly requested cuboids are pre-computed while others are not. MOLAP engines are faster to deliver the information but have some limits as they require large volumes of memory to load pre-computations, while ROLAP engines can scale more easily as no memory is required to store pre-computations, but they are slower.

The model we propose is similar to a MOLAP representation as links are materialized. We indeed claim that the performances of NoSQL databases allow for reconsidering MOLAP models. This model has proven his capacity to scale to very large volumes of data.

As a MOLAP model, our contribution is thus very suitable for navigating through data and hierarchies. The computation of such NoSQL graph cubes is meant to be performed by importing source data within the model. Hypergraphs may be built if the data are already in NoSQL graph databases. Due to lack of space, OLAP graph-ETL tools are not explored in this paper.

4 Extension of the Cypher Language to OLAP queries

The model of OLAP cubes in NoSQL graph databases proposed above allows us to define how to navigate through such data structures in an OLAP manner. OLAP has defined several operators, the most common ones being Slice, Dice, Roll Up (Cabibbo and Torlone, 1997). Many works have addressed how to query graphs (Wood, 2012). In this paper, we consider the Cypher syntax, Cypher being the declarative query language over Neo4J.

4.1 Basic Operators

4.1.1 Slice

In OLAP, the slice operator allows to select the data with respect to a condition on the dimension values. It is for instance used to reduce the data to the information related to one city (e.g., New York) or to one

...
region (e.g., East). Note that the Cypher queries we propose below in Listings 1 and 2 return the cell with all its dimensional context.

Listing 1: Slice - Selecting Sales Results from the New York City

```cypher
MATCH (n)-[r1:FACT]->(x), (n)-[r2:FACT]->(y)
WHERE x.name = 'NYC'
RETURN n,r1,r2,x,y
```

Listing 2: Slice - Selecting Sales Results from the East

```cypher
MATCH (n)-[r1:FACT]->(x)-[h:HIER]->(East), (n)-[r2<-FACT]->(y)
WHERE East.name = 'East'
RETURN n,r1,r2,x,y
```

4.1.2 Dice

In OLAP, the dice operator allows to select the data with respect to a condition on the cell values. It is for instance used to reduce the data to the information related to sales greater than 7 units.

The Dice operator does only apply on fact nodes by specifying the possible values in the ARG clause below in Listing 3.

Listing 3: Dice - Selecting Sales Results Greater than 7 units

```cypher
MATCH (n)
WHERE n.value > 7
RETURN n
```

4.1.3 Roll Up

In the case of the roll up operator, the computation of aggregated facts with respect to hierarchy levels and :FACT links is modelised at the upper-level. All the fact node values are aggregated by respecting the semantic and the additivity properties of the measures (Lenz and Thalheim, 2009).

For instance, the sum will be considered for summing up all number of sales from the fact Sales. A new node is created for storing the new aggregate integrating this new node at the upper level of hierarchy with relation FACT as shown in Listing 4.

Listing 4: Roll Up - Summing up all number of sales from the East

```cypher
MATCH (n)-[r1:FACT]->(x)-[h:HIER*]->(East)
WHERE East.name = 'East'
WITH sum(n.value) as aggregateValue, East
CREATE (aggregate {value: aggregateValue})-[:FACT]->(East)
RETURN aggregate, East
```

Precomputations can be considered in the same way as the cuboid materialisation in order for instance to precompute the number of sales per year, per category, per region, etc.

4.2 Implementation Issues

The model we propose can be implemented in the Neo4j graph engine.

As depicted by Fig. 8 and discussed in (Castelltort and Laurent, 2014), regarding queries, there exist several ways to implement the extension of Cypher:

1. Creating a specific language (Cypher OLAP) extending the Cypher syntax and rewriting these queries into well-formatted Cypher queries;
2. Extending the Cypher syntax and rewriting the queries using the low level API which can interact with the Neo4j engine;
3. Extending the API with advanced querying features and proposing this extension to developers;
4. Combining the above-mentioned options for developing an OLAP extensions based on the OLAP API.

Whatever the choice may be, the type of rewriting is similar. This is the reason why we do not address this topic in this paper. However, the impacts on performances and on the user experience may be very different depending on this choice.

Figure 8: Alternatives for Extending the Cypher Language within Neo4J

Cubes can be created in the Neo4j engine by respecting the model proposed in this paper. Nodes and relations are considered with their respective types, depending on the case that they are facts, dimensions or hierarchy. They can then be queried regarding
these types and/or some keys and values for defining OLAP operations as defined above.

Fig. 9 shows how the cube from Fig. 5 can be created in Neo4j.

Fig. 10 displays the result of the Slice operation for retrieving the sales from the East.

5 Conclusion and Further Work

In this paper, we address the topic of coupling NoSQL graph databases and OLAP. These two scientific domains are very active and important in many real-world applications. We claim that NoSQL graph databases are a perfect candidate for supportingOLAP features, as they are both efficient and suitable for representing data in a very intuitive manner for decisional purposes. Analysing data and retrieving relevant information indeed rely on the capacity to deal with big data and the capacity to help the decision makers.

For this purpose, we propose an OLAP data structure based on NoSQL graph databases and we introduce OLAP queries based on the Cypher declarative language.

Some tests have been performed with the Neo4j engine, showing the feasibility of our proposition.

Further work will help us strengthening the implementation and tests over large databases and complex OLAP queries. Both incoming processes and queries will be enhanced, by defining specific ETL components and by implementing the extension of the Cypher language.

We also aim at exploiting the NoSQL graph databases and the attributes on relationships in order to better represent and manage fuzzy hierarchies (Rogova et al., 2007; Laurent, 2003) that are very difficult to deal with in existing engines.
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**Figure 9:** A NoSQL Graph Cube in Neo4J


**APPENDIX**

Below is the script for creating the database from Fig. 5.

```sql
CREATE (Product:Product {name:'Product'}),
  (Outdoor:Category {name:'Outdoor'}),
  (Indoor:Category {name:'Indoor'}),
  (Canoe:Prod {name:'Canoe'}),
  (Tent:Prod {name:'Tent'}),
  (Bed:Prod {name:'Bed'}),
  (Cupboard:Prod {name:'cupboard'}),
  (Tent: :HIER> (Outdoor),
  (Canoe: :HIER> (Outdoor),
  (Bed: :HIER> (Indoor),
  (Cupboard: :HIER> (Indoor),
  (Indoor: :HIER> (Product),
  (Outdoor: :HIER> (Product),
  (US:Country {name:'US'}),
```

```sql
```
RETURN *